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Abstract

In the Smart Grids context, all communications must be handled in a secure way, including multicast
traffic. The Application Layer Multicast (ALM) algorithms provide better flexibility and can employ security
mechanisms, however, causes overhead to all nodes to build the multicast tree. In this work is proposed
another approach to provide a secure multicast focusing on filtering packets on nodes without need an
overlay protocol. It uses the multihop property of Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) usually employed to
bring connectivity to smart meters. Also, there is the support to message authentication code (MAC) using
symmetric cryptography and presents an algorithm to provide a secure key distribution system. The results
show that this approach is lightweight, secure, and assures multicast message delivery, even on failures caused
by attacks on the key distribution system. The key management protocol used to provide authentication and
integrity are evaluated using an automated test tool.
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1. Introduction
Several efforts were made in past years to promote
automation through the use of communications net-
work and information technology applied to utility
services and industrial controls, such as power systems
[1]. The Smart Grids concept is an example of it, using a
two-way communication network capable of promoting
remote monitoring, and control to the power grid, this
way enabling a new set of applications. To utilities an
primary advantage is to improve monitoring controls,
allowing fast healing of anomalies [2]. Besides, better
use of resources enables a cost reducing, and minimize
outages providing a better quality of its services, thus
reducing possible fines applied by regulatory agencies.
From customer perspectives promote better control of
its use, enabling large-scale insertion of distributed
generation, this way the user could produce energy
besides of consumes it. In general, this integration
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promotes a better quality of services and system relia-
bility. One of the most explored applications of Smart
Grids is the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
on the power system. It allows a better distribution of
load balancing of power grid [3], especially on power
distribution systems, once could promote incentives to
customers to reassess his habits to use energy when it is
cheaper [3].

To make AMI a reality is necessary a massive
deployment of Smart Meters (SM). Promote network
connectivity to a high number of these devices is a
challenge. At power plants and power transmission
systems there is a static topology, with a limited number
of devices connected to it, and usually confined to
a specific area. In these scenarios an infrastructure
communication network, using fiber optics is usually
used. However, on the distribution power system this
kind of physical media is applied only to substations,
and some feeders, thus encompassing a small part
of it. To enable full AMI functionality, all energy
customers must have a smart meter. Thus, dozens of
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thousands must be deployed to all consumers spread
over a large geographic area, and all must have
data network connectivity. In this case, the use of
wired communications could have a cost prohibitive.
Several studies were performed to use power line
communications (PLC), using the distribution system
cables itself. However, with several transformers
on the data path, there are just low throughput
solutions available and have little use [4], as Ultra
narrowband power line communication (UNB-PLC) [5].
Other solutions allow large throughput, but demands
modifications on power system installing filters with
bypass cables on transformers [5].

An alternative to providing communications network
to these devices is using a wireless mesh network
(WMN) [4]. The WMN is cheaper, faster and easy to
deploy. Besides, could be used to a wide geographical
area allowing, for example, to use it on SMs [4]. On a
WMN all devices can collaborate on the infrastructure.
The mesh routers usually have more capability and
especially have no power constraints [6]. The client
nodes also collaborate to relay packets from other
nodes, one of the mains differences between routers
and clients is about power availability [6], as also
interconnection connectivity. The relay functionality
present on each node implies that devices throughput
will handle its network packets as well as the packets of
other devices as a router does.

For multicast transmissions, the same packet must
be delivered to each device of the multicast group. On
AMI this must be done to any information from controls
systems (i.e., SCADA) to sets of smart meters, such
as dynamic pricing and outages notifications. Some
techniques must be used to avoid packet replication.
Several approaches are made to handle multicast at the
network layer, modifying routing protocols [7] [8] [9].
Other approaches handle multicast at application layer
[10]. Both of these approaches are suitable for general
usage. However, sometimes there are drawbacks related
to security and modifications in routing protocols to
network layer multicast. Also, there is a high overhead
caused by overlay network on traditional Application
Layer Multicast (ALM) algorithms.

This work proposes a different approach to handle
multicast on specific scenarios, such as smart meters
(SM) used by Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI).
It is proposed a hybrid solution for secure multicast,
using a sniffer on link layer to take advantage of the
WMN multihop property. There is no need of overlay
network to provide multicast, such as traditional ALM
algorithms, thus reducing the overhead of message
exchange and latency to delivery the message to all
nodes. Also, provides a secure and fail proof multicast
system, one that does not need nodes agreement and
does not any modification at routing protocol used by
WMN.

The Secure Communications Platform (SCP) is the
primary scope where this work takes place. The SCP
uses a new approach to provide local authentication and
access control through security properties propagated
to every authorized node in the network. Thus,
supporting both unicast and multicast traffic. This work
discusses the approach to multicast traffic on the SCP
framework. The contribution of this paper is a fail-
proof and straightforward multicast delivery system,
lightweight to the nodes of the WMN network, handling
secure keys appropriately.

The structure in this paper is as follow: the section 2
is discussed related works and shows what issues they
presents; the section 3 briefly discuss main aspects of
SCP platform showing the big picture where this work
takes place; section 4 is showed the proposed solution
to provide a lightweight, secure multicast system; on
section 5 are presented the tests, and results performed
over the proposed solution with its discussion; on
section 6 is presented a conclusion and future works.

2. Related Works

IP Multicast use the network layer to provide multicast
message delivery. Using this method network routers
infrastructure will take care of multicast, avoiding
replicate packets using particular addresses. There
are some technical issues, such as routers must be
capable of handling it. Therefore modification at
network routing protocols must be done. Sometimes
this represents a difficult task [10], primarily to provide
security and flexibility to its deployment.

Several ALM algorithms are proposed on literature
as an alternative to providing more flexibility than IP
Multicast. The work presented by [11] does an extensive
discussion about ALM algorithms and the techniques
employed in them. In general, ALM algorithms need an
overlay network, built over a real network, to provide
a multicast delivery system without any changes in
real routing protocols. Some ALM approaches are based
on the source tree, building a delivery path based on
the packet source. Others use shared trees, a more
complex solution, however delivering more flexibility
and scalability to large groups [11]. Regardless of
the approach, it causes overhead to the devices
participating in the multicast and possible failures on
the overlay network will turn the multicast system
inoperative.

The best delivery path to multicast messages is a
complex problem. In the study presented by [12] is
discussed an ALM algorithm to find the minimum
delay tree path to delivery multicast messages. Find a
minimum delay path using general models is an NP-
complete problem. Thus it employs heuristics to try
best solution[12].
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Wireless networks are subject to interference, and
work presented by [13] discuss the problem of
interference-aware multicasting in wireless multihop
networks. The authors classify nodes in multicast
trees and analyze interference models. Thus, they
proposed a routing and scheduling algorithm to be used
to multicast using multihop property [13]. To build
multicast trees nodes must exchange information, and
there no are discuss security to multicast.

In the study presented by [14] is discussed a multicast
solution to WMN based on channel-radio association
using the multicast protocols SRSC, SRMC, and MRMC.
These protocols operate at network layer but using
radio association at the link layer. The authors focus on
finding the best path to delivery of multicast packets.
However, security is not discussed.

In the paper presented by [15] the authors present
an architecture of mesh certification authority (MeCA),
which is based on a self-organized certificate system
without the need for a central certification authority.
To implement it some nodes of network participate in
a distributed certification authority mechanism. Thus,
its focus on building a distributed Certificate Authority
(CA) and keys management considering protection
without external adversaries [16]. However, it causes
some overhead and must make changes at routing
protocol.

On the work presented by [16] is proposed a
secure multicast algorithm to WMN called SEMRAW.
It focuses on providing a reliable tree path using
a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to assure node
authenticity but without handle the key distribution.
They use asymmetric signatures to provide authenticity
and integrity to multicast routing mechanism, thus
causing overhead on each WMN router once each of
them must verify signatures of one-hop and two-hop
neighborhood. Also, [16] provides the formal proof
of its model. Several signature verification operations
could be an onerous task, especially on constrained
hardware.

Usually, ALM algorithms are evaluated through
metrics comparing them with IP multicast (network
layer) algorithms and the overhead caused by the
overlay network to provide multicast [11]. At work
presented by [17] are summarized some properties
to evaluate them: link stress (LS), overlay cost (OC),
resource usage (RU), relative delay penalty (RDP),
stretch for a member (SFM), losses after failures(LAF)
and time to first packet (TFP).

The privacy for user data in smart grids is a critical
matter, several works discuss this subject, such as [18]
[19]. However, in the scope of this work, the multicast
system handles data on the unidirectional way, from
utility to smart meters. Users do not produce these data,
thus usually can’t threat its privacy.

As discussed many of these works use complex
algorithms to promote multicast and also several of
them do not apply security. The section 4 shows our
proposal to provide a multicast system, using a simple
fail-proof mechanism, also focused on security and fast
message delivery. However, first, the SCP framework
must be presented.

3. SCP Architecture
This work is developed into the major context
of creating an integrated platform to provide the
necessary security infrastructure to smart grids,
mainly aimed at the power distribution system, to
provide the necessary flexibility to incorporate new
applications. The proposed platform is called Secure
Communications Platform (SCP), which has three
layers: application, security, and network. Each one
of which is responsible for handling specific aspects
of security and communication. There are two major
components of the architecture used to guide how
all platform will operate: the Application Data Profile
(ADP), and the Application Data Context (ADC). These
structures maintain high-level specifications of the
requirements for application security through the ADP
and the communications grouping context through
ADC. The fig. 1 shows these layers which use the ADP
and ADC specifications to configure its services.

Network
Layer

Security
Layer

Application
Layer

A
D
P

A
D
C

Figure 1. SCP plataform.

The application layer handles communication
between applications in the smart grid and the security
layer of the SCP framework. It also handles aspects
of data aggregation, which is out of the scope of this
paper.

The security layer has the mechanisms to provide
all security features needed by the applications trans-
parently. Aims to establish automatic mechanisms for
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Figure 2. ADC Specification and multicast group.

the provision of application needs, including the pos-
sibility of assuring integrity, confidentiality, anonymity,
authenticity, availability, and non-repudiation. The core
of the SCP framework resides on cuckoo filters [20] to
provide all necessary information to locally, on each
device, handle all authorization and authentication pro-
cess, both for unicast and multicast traffic. On the scope
of this paper, the group authentication uses symmetric
keys that are used, among other things to provide
multicast authorization and authentication.

Network layer abstracts all communications issues
used by the security layer. Security information
structures are propagated by a DHT network used on
the network layer, thus providing an overlay network
with high fault tolerance to assure availability.

The ADC describes the membership of group
communication. With it, communications can be
filtered, allowing data flow just to authorized devices
on specific applications. On ADC specification, groups
of devices are detailed, as also the rule of that devices
has in this communication context. Each group device
can act as a producer, a consumer or both. Also, in
each group could be specified if it has multicast flow,
allowing to the framework handle it transparently to
applications.

With it, any application can use multicast flow, just
by its configuration on ADC structure, without any
changes on the application itself. The fig. 2 shows
an example of an ADC. Must be noted the multicast
specification to consumers on example group.

These multicast settings present on ADC were
used by the Gateway Multihop Application Multicast
(GMAM), a set of internal components of the SCP
framework built to handle multicast traffic. The next
section will discuss the GMAM.

4. Gateway Multihop Application Multicast
The Gateway Multihop Application Multicast (GMAM)
is an intra-site solution based on the application layer,
but using packet filtering at the link layer. It is different
from traditional ALM algorithms as also independently
of routing protocol used. This solution takes advantages
of multihop forwarding existing os WMN, where each
node analyzes transit packets that met specific filters
and process those that correspond to its interest. The
GMAM is based on performing unicast covering the
higher number of distinguished devices possible, and
avoiding using a partial path previously used, this way
avoiding duplicate packets on each WMN node. The
GMAM requirements are a) gateway must be aware of
network topology to decide the best unicast address
to reach the highest number of nodes in the path; b)
each node must be able to filter wanted packets, and
c) all of it must be done without interfering on routing
mechanisms.

This solution was mainly designed to smart grids,
especially to be used on AMI. In this scenario is
a reasonable approach to building a wireless mesh
network where nodes are static, this way, a low rate of
path change would be expected. Another assumption
is about the power supply, SM devices are connected
to the power grid, and there is no prerequisite to it
continue operating during outages. Fig. 3 shows the
AMI scenario using WMN and the main components of
GMAM platform.

Figure 3. Components of GMAM platform and where it takes
place.

The GMAM solution, in the scope of SCP, has
three main software components: the interceptorApp,
nodeApp, and gatewayApp. The interceptorApp take
place on all WMN nodes. It is responsible for setting
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the filters, sniffer and handling traffic at each WMN
node. The nodeApp also runs on all WMN node,
and it receives unicast transmissions which have as
destination the node. The gatewaApp runs just on the
gateway, and it is responsible for creating the multicast
path tree information. It will determine to which nodes
the unicast packets must be sent to reach the higher
number of nodes, using the multihop property of
WMN.

With this scheme, SCADA systems can, for example,
sent information to a set of smart meters just sending a
single message to this group. The GMAM solution, on
the final gateway, will receive this packet and forward
it, using a unicast message to the nodes with more
hops in its way. Thus, any WMN node in the data path
could intercept the packet and use it, if ADC and ADP
of this application determine it. Of course, all of this
must be done on securely way, using methods to certify
the authenticity and integrity of data. GMAM supports
these features and will be detailed in the next sections.
The fig. 3 shown an example scenario, illustrating
where each software component of GMAM architecture
must take place. Also indicates the scope limitation of
GMAM solution, which supports only unidirectional
multicast traffic. Thus, without the need for an overlay
network or changes on the network layer to support it,
once its functionality is based on the multihop property
with interception scheme to propagate the message.
The message itself and the GMAM/SCP architecture
provide all information needed.

The gateway is a common point between the external
network and any WMN node. Usually, multicast data
is sent from SCADA applications or other manager
software placed on Operation Center to the devices
of WMN. The gateway has more processing power
than a typical WMN node. Thus GMAM concentrates
processing power on the gateway to define best
paths to reach the highest number of nodes possible.
On this architecture, all nodes will be registered in
gateway after initial authentication using certificates
summarized in ADC to join in the WMN network. Thus
this information is already available at the gateway,
using SCP architecture.

The gateway could use already available network
tools to build the multicast tree path. In IP networks,
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) could be
employed to discover the path necessary to deliver
a message for all devices on the WMN. This task is
straightforward but takes some time to build a network
connectivity path to every device. The traceroute tool
could be used to generate this information. After
gathering this information, the gateway must process it,
finding the list of paths of terminal nodes with more
distinguished nodes in its path. First, the gateway will
sort this list by the ascendant way, putting terminal
nodes with more hops first. From second to the last

element is measured the number of distinguished nodes
presents on that path, and storing this information, thus
pointing nodes already visited. The last step is to sort
the list by the number of distinguished hops. It means
that in this list all devices will be mapped. However,
nodes with more distinguished nodes in the path will be
first. The algorithm 1 shows the operations to perform
it.

Algorithm 1 Sorting destination nodes on the gateway
by greatest path impact, reaching the higher number of
distinguished nodes possible.

. Input: Nodes

. Output: Nodes
1: procedure PathTrace.Sort(&nodes)
2: sort(nodes, sort_by_absolute_hops)
3: for i < nodes.size(), i + + do
4: for j < nodes.at(i).hops.size(), j + + do
5: it ← visited.f ind(nodes.at(i).hops.at(j))
6: if it == visited.end()) then
7: nodes.at(i).dif f erents + +;
8: visited[nodes.at(i)].hops.at(j)]← 1
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: sort(nodes, sort_by_differents_hops)
13: end procedure

The proposed approach is not intended for general
use. The primary goal is to optimize traffic from
the gateway to node direction. On AMI applications
several of them could follow this data flow to spread
information to all nodes, such as dynamic price, outages
schedules, and so on. After sending packets that will
potentially reach all nodes, performs a delay, allowing
the return of confirmations. If not, a packet will be
sent to all other nodes to assure packet delivery. In
this multicast system, all nodes confirm message was
received to the gateway since the reliability of data
propagation on smart grids is a major concern. The
algorithm 2 shows these operations.

All multicast messages transmitted has a message ID
which one is used to controlling confirmations send by
nodes to the gateway. This message ID also is used by
WMN node to controls possible message duplications.
This schema is very light to the nodes minimizing
transmissions and has high fault tolerance. In the
worst case scenario, with several topology changes, the
message will be received anyway by unicast after a
while.

Communications on Smart Grid must provide data
authenticity [21] [1]. Thus multicast communications
must support mechanisms to provide it. This could
be achieved using signatures with Public Key Infras-
tructure (PKI), using asymmetric keys, or through
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Algorithm 2 The multicast algorithm on the gateway.
. Input: Nodes, message and message ID

1: procedure SendMulti-

cast(nodes,message,&messagid)
2: sort(nodes, sort_by_absolute_hops)
3: greaterP ingT ime←

ping(nodes.begin().address);
4: for i < nodes.size(), i + + do
5: if nodes.at(i).dif f erents == 0 then
6: sleep(greaterPingTime);
7: end if
8: if nodes.at(i).conf irmed == f alse then
9: sendPacket(message, messageid);

10: end if
11: end for
12: messageid + +;
13: end procedure

Hash Message Code Algorithm (HMAC) with symmet-
ric keys. Both are suitable to be used for authenti-
cation but has a significant performance difference.
Recommended key size to provide a reasonable level of
security for different types of mathematics approaches
of cryptography algorithms is presented by [22]. For
asymmetric keys using RSA recommended key size is
3072 bits, and for ECC 256 bits. For symmetric keys
AES, the minimum recommended key size is 128 bits
and cryptographic hash codes 256 bits (SHA-256), at
least. Usually, the HMAC is a better approach to reduce
overhead caused by authentication.

All components of architecture can identify and
appropriately thread multicast packets by the ADP ID
and ADC ID, together with the scope present on packet
structure.

4.1. Multicast subscribe and unsubscribe process

As discussed on the SCP section, the GMAM is part
of SCP framework, where all authorization and access
control are based on ADP and ADC security structures.
Each device on the network must have to pass through a
bootstrap process where generating its identity. In this
step, also is set, on the device, what kind of applications
it handles, specifying them through the ADP. The
system operator manages all security structures.

When a device initiate, after proceeding through a
bootstrap process, all ADCs sted by a network operator
will be informed to it. A DHT network is responsible
for providing a highly fault tolerant delivery system
of these security structures. Thus, each device knows,
locally, what kind of applications must handle, as also
which contexts of communications is allowed to it.
The communication contexts are specified in groups of
devices, usually determined by a geographic area. The

fig. 4 shows an overview of these structures spread over
all devices of the smart grid.

InterceptorApp

InterceptorApp

GatewayApp

Figure 4. Group subscription information propagated by ADCs.

In ADC each group of devices allowed to communi-
cate with one each other will be described, including
what rule it acts on the ADC. Therefore, locally on
each device, the grouping information is available. Also,
on ADC is specified if there are multicast traffic to it.
This way, each device can subscribe to the group by
contacting its gateway, once the node knows that must
handle multicast traffic.

The GMAM functionalities are available on each
device. However, filters and all other components will
be active if the ADC for that specific application is
set to work with multicast traffic. In the figure 2 was
shown an ADC with this information. In case of a node
which is a member of an ADC with multicast traffic,
GMAM it will become active, using the filters necessary
to intercept and analyze this specific multicast traffic.
The multicast ports present on the ADC will be used
to provide the filter information. Thus, subscribe and
unsubscribe process, on a multicast group is managed
by the ADC and ADP. Both of these structures are under
the control of the network operator.

Worth to say that just one multicast group for the
tuple of ADC and device group can be set. If other
multicasts group are necessary, another ADPs and
ADCs could be created to support them.

4.2. Key Distribution
In work presented in [23] is presented a key agreement
scheme for the smart grid, using provably secure
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authenticated key agreement. However, in the scope of
this work, must be used a key agreement integrated
with the SCP scope, using asymmetric keys.

The gateway is responsible for managing and delivery
the shared keys to each WMN node acting as a Key
Distribution Center (KDC). It reduces the processing
needed at SMs. An alternative could be using key
agreement processes [24]. However, it involves several
messages exchange to converge all nodes to a shared
key, especially on larger groups. On scenario presented
in this work, the KDC approach is a better choice to
distribute a symmetric key through him to all other
WMN nodes, thus using a key transport solution based
on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

The secrecy of the symmetric key is a critical issue. An
adversary could use it to performs a flooding attack on
the proposed multicast system, causing unavailability
of communication service. To avoid it was created a
secure protocol based on PKI to assure key distribution
without vulnerabilities with known attacks. Each node
solicits a shared key to the gateway, and he sends back
the shared key used in this round using asymmetric
cryptography to assure confidentiality, secrecy, and
integrity. The proposed algorithm was inspired by
Needham Schroeder Public Key algorithm, however
using only two players with an already active and
valid certificate. The node (smart meters) acts as an
initiator and the gateway as a responder. First of all, a
Diffie-Hellman agreement is done. With the key derived
by the DH algorithm, the authentication using PKI
structure and filters of ADC is applied. The fig. 5 shows
the key exchange scheme.

Request  Shared Key
certI, { {ni, h(certI), h (I) } k(SKDHE)} sk(I)

Smart Meter Gateway

1. Verify Cert
I
 using 

K
pub 

of trusted CA

2. Verify ADC 
membership

1. Verify Cert
R
 using K

pub 
of trusted CA 

2. Verify ADC membership

R = ggw mod p

I = gsm mod p

Generate SKDHE = Rsm mod p

Generate 
SKDHE = Igw 
mod p

Diffie-Hellman

Send   Shared Key
certR, {{ni, h(R), h(certR),  ADCKey} k(SKDHE)} sk(R)

Figure 5. Dataflow of proposed key distribution algorithm. Smart
meter act as Initiator and Gateway acts as a Responder.

All messages sent are signed by the private key of the
sender node. Thus the Initiator (SM) and the responder
(gateway) are correctly authenticated one to each other.

Besides that, initiator generates a nonce value ni, used
to avoid replication attacks. The hash of the certificate
sent together with the message assures the integrity
of the presented certificate. All necessary data are
encrypted using the symmetric key provided by the
DH agreement, using the ephemeral key, previously
done. The symmetric key is lighter and faster than
asymmetric cryptography to provide data encryption.
Besides, each node also verifies the validity of the
counterpart certificate and also, if the counterpart is a
member of an authorized ADC. The algorithm 3 shows
the primary code used to this protocol written using the
syntax of the scyther software [25].

To a group of n devices will be necessary 4n mes-
sage exchanges. The gateway will have a more massive
computational load requiring 4n cryptography opera-
tions (signature verification, decryption, encryption),
and two hash operations to each. Each gateway must
compute the keys needed by its area. Thus the SMs,
the weakest link on this chain will need to compute
three cryptography operations to each key plus two
hash operations. According to [26] the symmetric key
could be changed one time a year, so the computational
overhead is minimum at the SM, and only two messages
must be exchanged to provide the proposed solution.

4.3. Comparative between GMAM, IP Multicast, and
ALM
The proposed method is a hybrid solution using a
multicast approach through the resources of the link
layer, and application layer, thus a comparative between
it, IP multicast, and traditional ALM algorithms must
be done. To evaluate this method was used the
parameters presented by [17] and discussed by [11] to
compare ALM algorithms to IP multicast.

1. The link stress indicates how many duplicates
copies of the packet are on the link. If link L(N1,
N2) is a common way to y nodes, where at least
one distinguished node is in the path, then the
link stress of L is y. The link stress for some

specific node is ls←
∑i=j

i=0 yi , where j is number of
links in the path . At best scenario, all nodes are
connected in the serial form, achieving the same
link stress that IP multicast. At worst case, a long
common path will be shared by several nodes,
but with several ramifications at the end. Anyway,
even on topology changes, all nodes will receive
the packet after a timeout. The performance of
this algorithm will depend on network topology.

2. The overlay cost is the cost of extra hops compared
to IP multicast to propagate packets. For GMAM
it is the same of IP multicast, once network layer
built path transmits the packet directly, without
extra hops.
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Algorithm 3 Key transport algorithm rules: Gateway (g)
and Node (n). BNF Syntax used by Scyther software [25]

1: usertype String;
2: const request: String;
3: hashfunction H;
4:

5: procedure ruleNode(n, g)
6: var ckfI;
7: fresh ni: Nonce;
8: var certRrecv: Certificate;
9: var ADCKey: Nonce;

10: //sends to gateway a key request encrypted
with ephemeral DH shared key and signed by node
private key.

11: send_1(I, R, certI, ni, h(certI), h (I) k(SKDHE)
sk(I));

12: recv_2(R, I, certRrecv, ni, h(R), h(certRrecv),
ADCKey k(SKDHE) sk(R));

13: //Verify if cert received is signed by trusted CA
14: match(certR, certRrecv);
15: // Test if this otherside certificate is present at

ADC filter
16: match(ckfI, h(certRrecv));
17: end procedure
18:

19: procedure ruleGateway(n, g)
20: var ckfR;
21: var ni: Nonce;
22: var certIrecv: Certificate;
23: fresh ADCKey: Nonce;
24: // receives the node information encrypted with

ephemeral DH shared key signed by the private key
of the node.

25: recv_1(I, R, certIrecv, ni, h(certIrecv), h (I)
k(SKDHE) sk(I));

26: // Verify if cert received is signed by trusted CA
27: match(certI, certIrecv);
28: // Test if this otherside certificate is present at

ADC filter
29: match(ckfR, h(certIrecv));
30: // agree/auth for the ADCKey
31: claim(R, Running, I, ADCKey);
32: /send its cert on plain text, and an encrypted

hash of own cert and ADCKey fresh generated
encrypted with DHE session key

33: send_2(R, I, certR, ni, h(R), h(certR), ADCKey
k(SKDHE) sk(R));

34: end procedure
.

3. The resource usage is the sum of delay multiplied
by link stress. On GMAM It will be determined
by network topology, on best scenario, with nodes
arranged on the serial form will be the same of IP

multicast, on worst scenario will be the same of
providing multicast by unicast.

4. Relative delay Penalty indicates the time overhead
caused to transmit a multicast packet on the
overlay network. To GMAM will be the same of
IP multicast, once it uses the path provided by the
network layer without the use of overlay network.

5. The Stretch for a member will indicate overhead
caused by hops to provide ALM multicast
compared to IP multicast. The GMAM use the
path provided by the network layer. Thus the cost
is the same as IP multicast.

6. Losses after failures indicates what happens if
unexpected errors occur on protocol or if nodes
fail. In the worst scenario, GMAM will perform
a multicast using unicast to each node. Therefore
there are no losses, in the worst scenario, when
occurs a major failure of tree path-building
algorithm, will occur an extra delay in messages
delivery.

7. The Time to First Packet represents the time
necessary to a node join to multicast and
receive the first multicast message. Once the
node registers with the gateway, it will get the
symmetric key to message authentication and
will be able to receive the messages. At the
first moment, it could not take full advantage
of GMAM multihop functionalities, receiving
unicast packets. However, as soon as the path
construction algorithm finish rebuilding the path
tree, it will take full advantages of the GMAM
multihop.

5. Tests and Results
To test the proposed solution was implemented a small
scale scenario on Core Network Emulator [27] with 50
WMN nodes. The scenario was composed by a gateway
where algorithm 1 was executed. All smart meters are
deployed as WMN node, using Quagga extension to
enable mesh routing through OSPF MDR algorithm. All
tests were performed to a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U
CPU @ 2.40GHz, 8 GB of RAM on Linux Mint 18.02.
Fig 6 shows the test scenario.

Was used the C++ Language to build the three soft-
ware components: gateway manager, interceptor and
node application. To intercept packets at intermediate
nodes was used the libtins [28] Library, a fast and easy
to use sniffer API. Mesh nodes run the interceptor, and
node application to evaluate packets in transit, and
receive its unicast traffic, respectively.

All smart meter devices run the interceptor compo-
nent, which is responsible for filtering transit data. If a
data matches the search criteria, the node will handle
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Figure 6. WMN scenario to deploy Smart Meters emulated on
Core Emulator.

it, and send an ACK back to the source. The filters,
as explained before are based on the ADC structure.
Applying algorithm 1 for scenario presented at Fig. 6
produces the list of nodes ordered as shown at table 1.

Table 1. Path priority decision applying algorithm 1

Target Node Distinguished Hops Total Hops
sm143 17 17
sm134 10 12
sm141 8 16
sm129 3 13
sm124 3 10
sm15 3 6

sm117 2 5
sm142 1 17
sm135 1 12
sm125 1 11
sm120 1 7

With the eleven nodes presented at table 1 all nodes
of WMN will be reached. All other devices omitted from
this table have none distinguished hops and will use
as a failsafe mechanism if a previous response for an
intermediate node does not arrive at the gateway. This
issue could occur if a topology change is made while
multicast tree path refresh does not.

Providing security to multicast causes a processing
overhead on devices. Thus, to take a comparative cost
of algorithms to provide authenticity was performed
some operations, and results shown at table 2. On this
scenario to perform each RSA 3072 bit verification takes
0.10 ms.

Asymmetric signature verification is an expensive
operation, within larger packets it could represent

Table 2. The performance of local data authentication (without
network transmission).

Algorithm
Throughput
message

1Kb

Throughput
message

2Kb

Throughput
message

4Kb
HMAC

SHA-256
128-bit

key

154624
packets/s

77312
packet/s

38656
packet/s

SHA-256
187392

packets/s
93696

packet/s
46848

packets/s
RSA 3072
Verifica-

tion

9493,39
packets/s

9035,64
packets/s

8241,03
packets/s

less significant processing, but in any scenario, it
is slower than MAC operations, for instance. For
this reason, MAC algorithms can be used in most
of the cases. The table 2 shows the performance of
different cryptography techniques used to promote
authentication.

The interception processing time to a filter match
packet presented an average of 3.48 ms, measured at
first node (sm10), a common path to any other WMN
node in this scenario. The time to process and reply
a message at an intermediate node takes 0.62 ms on
average. These values were achieved by the mean value
of a thousand executions.

The iperf tool measured the overload caused by
a packet filter for the unicast traffic. In a clean
environment it achieves the throughput of 52.3 Mbps,
and running the interceptor software performing
packets analyzes was achieved the throughput of 52.0
Mbps. These data show that this solution causes an
overhead of 0,57% on devices, to filter packets. In this
scenario, wireless communication bandwidth was set to
54 Mbps with 2 ms of delay, and no jitter or packet loss.

5.1. Security Analysis of Key Distribution
First of all, its necessary to analyze the distribution
protocol for the shared key through an informal
approach, and after that analyze it through use of an
automatic tool to validate the main security claims
needed.

Informal analysis. Some of the leading security issues are
highlighted and discussed as follow:

• Replication Attacks: In replication attacks, an
opponent captures a legitimate packet and
reinserts it on the network. Key distribution
protocol uses one time identifiers, or nonces,
representing a round of the protocol. Replication
attacks are not practical since nonce used
eliminates this possibility of intercepted messages
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being accepted in a sequence other than that
provided by the protocol.

• Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks: For an attack
of this type, an adversary must be able to act
as a bridge between two communication entities,
intercepting and retransmitting modified or
monitored data. The proposed protocol performs
the authentication and authorization process on a
secure channel, using the Diffie-Hellman protocol
with ephemeral keys. Once the secure channel
is established, basic authentication is performed
through the use of digital signatures, using PKI.
This process prevents MITM-type attacks once the
DHE session keys need sender signature, and a
possible adversary would not be able to change it
to their DHE instance, nor would it be possible to
sign it with the private key of the original sender.
Therefore, it can be stated that the protocol is
not susceptible to MITM-type attacks, due to the
use of mutual authentication between the parties
using the long-term asymmetric keys.

• Impersonation attack: It is not possible for one
device to pass through another since the initial
process uses signature through asymmetric keys.
There is no risk that an imposter will be accepted
unless he has access to the private key of the
element he wants to pass through.

• Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS): If an adversary
can find out the current key, and he can not get
any information about the keys already used or
the future keys, it is said that the protocol has
Perfect Forward Secrecy. In the proposed protocol
all message exchanges use signature through
the long-term asymmetric key to guaranteeing
authenticity. However, shared symmetric keys are
encrypted with ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keys
(DHE). This ensures that even if an opponent can
obtain the long-term private key of an entity, it
will not have information on keys already used,
or future keys, and will not be able to decrypt
data from other sessions. Even in the use of shared
group keys, in the case of ADC keys, this is shared
through P2P DHE keys between a node and the
gateway. Thus, for the proposed protocol, one can
guarantee the PFS property.

• Eavesdropping: No confidential information can
be obtained. In the proposed protocol, the
only information transmitted in plain text is
the entity’s certificate, which represents public
information. Also, tamper attacks are not effective
since a hash of this certificate is encrypted with
the symmetric key agreed by the DH algorithm
used in the communication.

• DDoS Attacks: As soon as a certificate is received
it is checked against the ADC filters locally. If
there is no match, the request is quickly deleted.
In this way, fewer system resources are employed,
thus maximizing availability. Message exchange
terminates as soon as an authorization violation
is detected, both by the Initiator (I) and the
Responder (R).

Automated analysis. To validate the key distribution
algorithm was used the Scyther software [25]. This
software is an automated tool which uses semantic
analysis to evaluate all possible iterations between
players and detect possible failures on protocol.
It uses a Backus–Naur form (BNF) semantic to
describe communication interaction, keys and data
exchange between players. If some failure occurs,
this tool provides a graphic scenario showing the
interaction vulnerability. The scyther tool can verify
the following security claims: Secrecy (Secret), Session
key revelation (SKR), Aliveness, Weak Agreement
(Weakagree), Non-Injective Agreement(NiAgree), Non-
Injective Synchronization (NiSync), Variable Integrity
(Running, Commit) and Reachability (Reachable).
Figure 7 shows the Scyther analysis results for the
proposed protocol to distribute ADC key used to
multicast authentication.

Figure 7. Scyther Report for the proposed key distribution
algorithm.

There no are known security vulnerabilities detected
by scyther on this protocol. The hash function used
over the public key (pk) is much faster than any
cryptography operation. In the proposed schema, an
XXHash library [29] could be used for promoting hash
operations primarily at memory speed [29].

5.2. Discussion
The results show that the presented proposal is an
alternative to provide secure multicast without the
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need to any change at the network layer, and without
the need of a more complex solution as generic
inter-domain ALM algorithms. When compared to
other generic solutions, such as [16], the GMAM
reduces processing need by avoiding asymmetric key
verifications. Indeed, the GMAM reduces information
exchange and processing at nodes since in the GMAM
do not need to build an overlay network. This is an
advantage on this specific scenario when compared to
the works proposed by [16] [14] [13] [12]. Another point
to highlight is about possible failures on the protocol.
Even if the GMAM build tree fails, all nodes will receive
the message by unicast.

The GMAM is built inside of SCP platform, and by
its scope delimitation, can allow nodes and gateway
to handle multicast traffic without overhead caused
by overlay network. The shared keys used by the
authentication process is not changed often, so the
overhead caused by it is minimum. Once a day is
enough to the more critical systems except where
there are membership exclusions, in this case, the
process to change the key must take place. When the
change triggers, the node has to exchange only five
messages with the gateway to take the shared key,
this already including the DH channel to the proposed
protocol operates. Thus, processing time at the node is
almost insignificant. To the gateway, it must exchange
4n messages, which is acceptable, once it has more
powerful processing capabilities.

The multicast tree construction is source-based on the
gateway. The message exchange is treated just by the
gateway to discovery the path to each node. When new
nodes ingress on WMN or when unicast messages to
undistinguished paths are used, the rebuilding process
must be triggered. The ADC is the metadata structure
defines which applications must be handled. All nodes
receive the ADC structure by a DHT network used
to propagate security information allowing to GMAM
set the appropriated filters. So, the GMAM uses the
infrastructure provided by the basis of SCP.

The proposed solution reduces duplicate packets,
maximizing packet delivery, especially in scenarios
there are more hops. The initial cost of computing paths
to each node will be justified if WMN presents a low
change rate. For environments with high mobility, other
solutions, such the ones presented in the related works
could be taken to build a traditional ALM algorithm.
Also, in any scenario the proposed solution has support
to authentication and integrity check for each multicast
packet, therefore meeting the requirements of an AMI
application. Replications attacks and wrong signatures
could be easily detected, and a blacklist could be built
to exclude these nodes from multicast communication.

6. Conclusion
This work presents a secure multicast solution designed
to AMI environment without the need to exchange
controls packets managed by WMN nodes. The
approach takes advantage of multihop characteristics
used by WMN. Thus, as discussed several performances
indicator of ALM algorithms applied to this solution
shows it is more like the IP multicast. However,
opposite to IP multicast the security is a concern
addressed by this solution based on PKI, and using
message authentication code to assure the authenticity
of messages to prevent Denied of Service (DoS), and
Distributed Denied of Service (DDoS) attacks.

In AMI environment multicast data usually have
a single flow from SCADA systems to smart meters,
providing a reliable, and secure multicast mechanism
without changes at the network layer, and employing
a simple mechanism to control it causing a minimum
overhead for implement this solution. A direct
application of GMAM could be to spread dynamic
pricing to all devices connected to a specific area
through a gateway. Other general information, such as
power quality, scheduled outages, and so on, could be
delivered by GMAM as well.

Future works could be done to detect, and excluding
malicious nodes from the key sharing system, using
behavior analyses of the nodes participating in
multicast.
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